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Shatt-A-Proof
Allied RuKus/Stereo:Type/Sinister Works Inc./Nubreaks Dj

   In the Scene since 2000, Shatta's remained North Carolinas underdog for years.  Pushing only the
hardest in breaks, He has a love for all things grimey.  Having formed numerous affiliations with NC
crews and collectives, the Allied RuKus (now 8 strong) was formed by Shatt-A-Proof in late 2000 to help
DJ's from Eastern Carolina get some exposure, to date its done just that.  You can always count on
Shatta packing in as much as he can into his DJ sets. Promotions, production, and the hottest tunes
available to man are what makes this guy live and breathe.  Today brings a new day, with his addition to
the nubreaks family expect him to come out of nowhere! Origional tunes from his newest project Sinister
Works Inc, guest DJ sets from all over the spectrum of breaks, and an intensity that just cant be matched
is whats gonna make you want to keep a close eye on this guy...
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Alterity, Breakbeat DJ, producer and co-promoter / Drum and Bass DJ 

Affiliations:
Allied Rukus / Sinister Works, Inc. (SWINC) / Stereotype / NuBreaks.com DJ

California’s unknown hero.  

A rookie in a world of all-star vets, Alterity does well in holding his own.  Just one year after recovering
from the mind orgasm he incurred touching his first set of decks, he moved to North Carolina and soon
joined forces with the likes of Shatt-a-proof and the Allied Rukus.  A mere two years into his career,
Alterity has had the honor of playing at Carolina Breakbeat United twice, and has co-promoted and
sponsored shows bringing some of the West Coast’s finest out to North Carolina (i.e. Aaron Jae, Simply
Jeff).  

Like his career, the story is brief, but growing at a rapid pace.  If you’re looking for a DJ that allows
himself to be pigeon holed as a genre-specific DJ, then you’ve come to the wrong place.  Constantly
trying to keep things fresh, Alterity has been able to offer the best of both worlds to club goers in the
Carolinas (and now world wide), interweaving the sounds of breakbeat and drum n bass in his live sets,
and with his new start up project, Sinister Works, Inc., he and the Allied Rukus have been able to offer
new sound form to the masses.  
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www.myspace.com/nuskoolalterity   ***   www.myspace.com/sinisterworksinc
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